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We demonstrate submicrotesla sensitivity of organic magnetoresistance in thin-film diodes made of
the conducting polymer poly(styrene sulfonate)-doped poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT:PSS). The
magnetoresistance sensitivity is shown to be better than 20 parts per billion (ppb). As for other conjugated
polymers, magnetoresistance can be separated into two regimes of field strength: the nonmonotonic ultrasmall
magnetic field effect on magnetic field scales below 2 mT, and the monotonic intermediate magnetic field
effect on scales over several tens of mT. The former gives the PEDOT:PSS magnetoresistance curve a
characteristic W-shaped functionality, with inverted turning points compared to those found in conventional
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices. We succeed in resolving the ultrasmall magnetic field effect of the
PEDOT:PSS layer incorporated within an OLED structure, which is responsible for an additional magnetoresistive
feature on the ppm scale. Such a device shows unprecedented complexity in magnetoresistance with a total of
four extrema within a field range of ±1 mT. We propose that these unique characteristics arise from spin-spin
interactions in the weakly bound carrier pairs responsible for the spin-dependent recombination probed in
magnetoresistance.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.241407
Understanding and manipulating spin-pair correlations in
conjugated polymer materials have proven to be the key
to applications, such as in organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs), polymer photovoltaics, or magnetometers based
on polymers [1–7]. Magnetic-field-dependent measurements
enable the study of effects relating to the ensemble spin
statistics within a polymer film. For example, in magnetic
resonance-type experiments, where coherent spin manipu-
lation is achieved by applying oscillating magnetic fields
to Zeeman-split sublevels of the charge-carrier pairs, the
influence of hyperfine coupling on macroscopic properties
such as conductivity has been established [4,8–10]. Such an
experiment demonstrates the interplay between an external
magnetic field and an internal field, the hyperfine field [11],
and illustrates the interrelation between magnetoresistance and
magnetic resonance when carried out under continuous-wave
steady-state detection [11]. It has also been demonstrated that
a further form of internal field—dipolar spin-spin interactions
between the electron and the hole—can potentially modify
ensemble spin statistics [12], even though these effects have
generally been regarded as negligible in weakly bound charge-
carrier pairs. Electronic spin-spin interaction effects are partic-
ularly pronounced in materials with weak hyperfine coupling
strengths, such as in poly(styrene-sulfonate)-doped poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT:PSS) at low temperatures
[12]. This material is proven as a stable and widely used hole
injection layer in organic semiconductor devices [13], and has
recently been the subject of renewed investigation in light of its
remarkable Seebeck coefficient and associated thermoelectric-
ity [14–16], as well as the pronounced inverse spin Hall effect
[17]. Here, we show that PEDOT:PSS provides a model system
to study the interplay of external, static magnetic fields and
internal fields arising from spin-spin interactions within the
charge-carrier pairs responsible for spin-dependent transport
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and magnetoresistive effects in thin-film devices made of these
materials. We demonstrate distinct magnetoresistive features
on unprecedented scales of down to 20 parts per billion (ppb),
more than an order of magnitude gain in sensitivity over
prior studies [18]. Even though PEDOT:PSS was previously
reported to possess no bulk magnetic-field effect [19,20],
we demonstrate that both the ultrasmall magnetic-field effect
[18,20–22]—a pronounced nonmonotonic W shape in the
magnetoresistance below 1 mT—and the magnetoresistance at
intermediate field strength generally attributed to the influence
of hyperfine coupling [19,23] can be observed in a PEDOT:PSS
device at room and liquid-helium temperature.
We studied the magnetoresistance of 120 nm thick PE-
DOT:PSS (Clevios P VP AI 4083) layers spin coated on
prepatterned indium-tin oxide covered glass substrates, where
the top contact was provided by thermally evaporated alu-
minum [see the left-hand inset in Fig. 1(a)]. The devices,
with an area per pixel of 2.4 mm2, were measured under
a vacuum atmosphere (10−6 mbar) in a cold-finger cryostat
and placed at the center of a solenoid coil that provided
an external magnetic field of up to 60 mT orthogonal to
the sample plane. The devices were operated under constant
current from a Keithley 236 source-measure unit. The device
voltage was measured by a Keithley 2002 multimeter [24].
At room temperature, current-voltage characteristics of such
devices show effectively Ohmic behavior up to currents of
several hundred µA, whereas they become nonlinear at higher
currents and also at liquid-helium temperature [24]. After a
minimum settling time of several minutes at constant current,
multiple field sweeps were carried out in series and averaged
over to eliminate slow drifts in the device resistance due to
degradation effects [24]. Magnetoresistance signals are clearly
discernible in each individual magnetic field sweep in all
measurements reported, but averaging significantly improves
the signal-to-noise ratio [24]. Figure 1(a) shows the relative
magnetoresistance R
R
= R(B)−R(0)
R(0) of a PEDOT:PSS device at
room temperature at a constant current of 5 mA as a function
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FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance of polymer-based diodes under a
constant current of I = 5 mA at room temperature. The left-hand
insets show the device geometries and the relative orientation of the
magnetic field and device stack schematically. (a) Magnetoresistance
of a device structure incorporating only PEDOT:PSS as the active
layer between two electrodes. A zoom into the ultrasmall magnetic
field effect close to the origin is shown in the right-hand inset.
The orange line is a fit of the outer data region to the function
f (B) ∝ const + ( B|B|+B0 )2, with B0 the fitting constant. Because of the
high conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS layer, the absolute resistance
at zero field is quite low [R(B=0) = 119 ]. (b) Magnetoresistance
of a conventional OLED structure with PEDOT:PSS and MEH-PPV
polymer layers [R(B=0) = 697 ]. The right-hand inset, plotted on the
same absolute scale as in (a), shows that the ultrasmall magnetic field
effect is much weaker in this case. For both devices, the dominant
magnetoresistive response occurs in the intermediate-field regime of
several tens of mT. This effect is generally associated with hyperfine
coupling [11].
of the magnetic field B. The magnetoresistance response of
PEDOT:PSS at magnetic fields |B| > 1 mT is positive and
follows the function f (B) = const + ( B|B|+B0 )2, one of two
major recurring qualitative functionalities in the magnetore-
sistance of organic materials [23] with B0 a fitting constant.
The fit is shown by the orange line in Fig. 1(a). At magnetic
fields |B| < 1 mT, a negative response is observed, i.e., the
resistance decreases as a function of |B|. This response and
the formation of a W shape of the magnetoresistive response
around the field origin is telltale behavior of the ultrasmall
magnetic field effect [21] and is depicted in more detail in
the right-hand inset of Fig. 1(a). No significant change in
the strength of magnetoresistance is observed upon increasing
the thickness of the PEDOT:PSS layer to several microns by
drop casting the material [24], indicating that the observed
effect indeed relates to the bulk of the material and not an
interface. For comparison, we examined the magnetoresistance
of an OLED, utilizing PEDOT:PSS as the hole injection layer
into an active layer of poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-
1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV), capped with a 10 nm
electron injection layer of calcium and a 250 nm aluminum
top electrode, as sketched in the left-hand inset of Fig. 1(b).
The relative magnetoresistance R
R
of the MEH-PPV OLED
at room temperature and at a constant current of 5 mA, as
depicted in Fig. 1(b), is in agreement with previous reports
[20,21] and is clearly inverted compared to the PEDOT:PSS
device.
The different signs of magnetoresistance of these two
devices may be attributed to the charge-carrier balance
within the devices [21]. The MEH-PPV OLED constitutes
a bipolar device [25], containing roughly the same density
of holes and electrons, and therefore exhibits a negative
magnetoresistance signal, whereas the positive response of
the magnetoresistance of the PEDOT:PSS device may be an
indication of a single dominant charge-carrier species [21],
as could be expected for such a highly doped material [26].
While recent results in electrically (i.e., conductivity) detected
magnetic resonance (EDMR) spectroscopy of PEDOT:PSS
device structures provided strong evidence for the presence
of two oppositely charged carriers in the material at low
temperatures [12], for the following discussion knowledge of
the exact nature of the charge carriers involved in the magne-
toresistive response is not necessary. Apart from the change
in sign between the PEDOT:PSS device and the MEH-PPV
OLED, it can be clearly seen that the absolute magne-
toresistance of the MEH-PPV OLED reaches a value four
times higher than that of the PEDOT:PSS device within the
magnetic field range accessible in the experimental setup. In
addition, the width of the magnetoresistance effect, usually
defined as half of the full width at half maximum of the
overall magnetoresistance trace between positive and negative
fields [19], B = (1 + √2)B0, is broader for the PEDOT:PSS
device with B = 6.9 mT than for the MEH-PPV OLED
with B = 4.8 mT. We note, though, that B is technically
a qualitative metric serving as a guide only since neither
magnetoresistance curve saturates fully. Since this width is
generally related to the magnitude of hyperfine coupling [20],
it appears to actually indicate a stronger hyperfine coupling
in PEDOT:PSS at room temperature compared to MEH-PPV
[21]. This, of course, seems surprising, since there are fewer
protons present in PEDOT:PSS than in MEH-PPV and, as
a consequence, the (low-temperature) EDMR spectrum of
PEDOT:PSS is narrower than for MEH-PPV [12]. However, at
the same time both the magnitude of the ultrasmall magnetic
field effect, defined as the magnitude of the magnetoresistance
at the slope’s sign reversal, as well as the magnetic field
where the sign reversal occurs, are four times higher in the
PEDOT:PSS device than in the MEH-PPV OLED. On the one
hand, one may expect the more delocalized carriers in PEDOT
at room temperature to come closer to the remote protons
and experience larger hyperfine interactions, and on the other
hand, one could anticipate motional narrowing to give rise to
the opposite effect. Given the blended nature of PEDOT:PSS,
the interplay between these two competing effects does not
appear trivial.
With careful sampling, the signature of the ultrasmall
magnetic field effect of the PEDOT:PSS layer can also be
observed in the magnetoresistance of an MEH-PPV OLED
containing a PEDOT:PSS hole injection layer, albeit only
at low temperatures. As shown in Fig. 2, the slope of the
magnetoresistance of the MEH-PPV OLED at 4.5 K exhibits a
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FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance of an MEH-PPV OLED under a
constant current of 250 μA at liquid-helium temperature [R(B=0) =
34.5 k]. On field scales of ±1 mT a total of five extrema are
observed, at B1 = 0 mT,B2 ∼= ±150 μT,B3 ∼= ±700 μT, giving rise
to a nonmonotonic double-W functionality. The magnetoresistance
on field scales of up to 55 mT shows no unexpected changes in
functionality, as displayed in the inset.
second sign reversal at a magnetic field of ∼150 μT, giving rise
to a twofold W functionality of the magnetoresistance sweep.
We attribute this feature with a tiny amplitude of 1.2 parts per
million (ppm) to the magnetoresistance of the PEDOT:PSS
hole injection layer superimposed on the magnetoresistance
of the MEH-PPV active layer. The characteristic magnetic
field where the sign reversal of the slope of the ultrasmall
magnetic field effect occurs is approximately 700 µT and
therefore doubled in comparison to the room-temperature
value. This observation of a temperature dependence of the
ultrasmall magnetic field effect is in contrast to the previously
reported constant values of magnetoresistance upon changes
in temperature and electrical driving power of an OLED
with an active layer of 2-methoxy-5-(2′-dioctyloxy) PPV [21].
The magnitude of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect in the
MEH-PPV OLED is reduced by a factor of approximately
4 (to ∼4.2 ppm) compared to the pure PEDOT:PSS device.
The general functionality of the magnetic field effect at fields
|B| > 1 mT observed at room temperature appears to persist,
although the half width at full maximum B is increased
slightly to approximately 5.6 mT. Crucially, the overall
magnitude of the magnetoresistance at 50 mT decreases by
almost an order of magnitude compared to room temperature,
as seen in the inset of Fig. 2 when compared to Fig. 1(b).
This finding is in stark contrast to the previous claim that
magnetoresistance amplitudes in both the ultrasmall-field and
intermediate-field regions change by the same degree with
temperature [21]. The data presented here are consistent with
a scenario where the two magnetoresistance regimes of the
MEH-PPV OLED arise from two distinct mechanisms.
Having shown that we can resolve the distinct intrinsic
PEDOT:PSS magnetoresistance in an MEH-PPV OLED con-
taining a PEDOT:PSS layer, we address the question of the ulti-
mate sensitivity of magnetoresistance in PEDOT:PSS devices.
Figure 3(a) shows the ultrasmall-field and intermediate-field
magnetoresistance of such a device measured at a temperature
of 4.5 K. In contrast to the magnetic field effect in the MEH-
PPV OLED, the reduced temperature leads to a narrowing
of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect in the PEDOT:PSS
FIG. 3. Nanotesla magnetoresistance of PEDOT:PSS devices
under a constant current of 250 μA at liquid-helium temperature
[R(B=0) ∼ 10 k]. (a) The ultrasmall magnetic field effect, shown
in the ±2 mT range, as a function of the total magnetic field B =
Bsol + Bearth, where Bsol is the solenoid’s magnetic field and Bearth
is the local geomagnetic field. The inset shows the effect on higher
magnetic field scales (±60 mT). (b) High-resolution measurement,
averaged over 300 consecutive sweeps of the solenoid field, showing
an effective magnetic field sensitivity of ±250 nT around the local
geomagnetic field. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.
device with respect to room temperature. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the slope’s sign reversal occurs at a magnetic field of
330 µT, less than half the value found at room temperature
[see the inset of Fig. 1(a)]. The overall magnitude of the
ultrasmall magnetic field effect changes only slightly from
room temperature to 4.5 K, while the magnitude of the
intermediate-scale magnetoresistance increases by a factor
of 2. The half width at full maximum of the intermediate-
scale magnetoresistance correspondingly drops substantially
compared to room temperature, to B = 4.7 mT. Besides this
temperature dependence, we also observe a change of inner
and outer magnetoresistance functionalities of PEDOT:PSS
devices with driving current, which we shall not discuss
further here. Due to the strong reduction of the characteristic
magnetic field scale of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect, the
shape of the magnetoresistance curve becomes much steeper
compared to other devices, such as the MEH-PPV OLED. This
property allows for unprecedented sensitivity in steady-state
magnetoresistance measurements as demonstrated in Fig. 3(b).
A tuning of the solenoid magnetic field of ±500 nT on
top of the local geomagnetic field of ∼50 μT leads to an
observable change in the magnetoresistance of 100 ppb with a
sensitivity of approximately 20 ppb. The polymer-based device
is therefore able to detect magnetic field changes of less than
one hundredth the geomagnetic field.
As in the case of the MEH-PPV OLED, because of the
change with temperature in the ratio of the magnitude of the
two magnetic field effects (on the ultrasmall- and intermediate-
field scales), it is likely that different paramagnetic electronic
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states are involved in these two distinct effects, if not even
qualitatively different electronic mechanisms. Spin mixing
mediated by the hyperfine interaction is thus unlikely to
be the simultaneous origin of both the ultrasmall and the
intermediate-scale magnetic field effects [21]. Aside from
this model, three approaches to explain the origin of the
ultrasmall magnetic field effect have been put forward: (i) a
mechanism involving the zero-field splitting of the triplet-state
polaron pair; (ii) the spin precession model; and (iii) electronic
spin-spin interactions [21,27–29].
The first model (i) attributes the ultrasmall magnetic field
effect to electron-hole triplet polaron pairs temporarily bound
to a single charge carrier. These three charge carriers form
either a spin- 12 quartet or a spin-
3
2 doublet state, whose
temporal evolution in the external magnetic field emerges
as a magnetic field effect on a macroscopic scale [27].
However, such a system has a very distinct signature in EDMR
experiments, where the bound charge-carrier pairs are forced
to oscillate between triplet states with the magnetic quantum
numbers ms = 1,−1, leading to a readily observable change
in resistance under resonance. Since this effect has not been
observed in EDMR spectroscopy of PEDOT:PSS devices at
low temperatures [12], this mechanism is ruled out.
According to the spin precession model (ii) the presence
of magnetoresistance at all field scales is determined by the
hyperfine precession frequency of a charge-carrier spin in
relation to the rate of exciton formation, which in more general
terms is given by the charge-carrier hopping rate [28,30].
Within the data presented here, a set of model parameters can
be found which reproduces the general trends of our results,
neither confirming nor disproving this mechanism.
Spin-spin interactions (iii), i.e., the exchange and the
spin-dipolar interaction, have been invoked not only in models
for magnetoresistance in OLEDs [29,31], but are also utilized
in the description of magnetic field effects in organic crystals
and in spin chemistry in general [32,33]. Signatures of dipolar
spin-spin coupling were recently resolved in the second
harmonic of spin-Rabi flopping in pulsed EDMR experiments
on PEDOT:PSS at liquid-helium temperature [12]. These in-
teractions, while usually considered to be sufficiently small to
be neglected in steady-state measurements, lift the degeneracy
of the singlet and triplet manifolds of weakly coupled charge-
carrier pairs at zero magnetic field [29]. Upon applying an
external magnetic field, the Zeeman effect may energetically
align specific triplet states with the singlet state of the carrier
pair [32]. While aligned, mixing between singlet and triplet
states may increase, inducing a macroscopically observable
change in device resistance which is ultimately dominated by
spin-dependent electron-hole recombination [29]. Specifically,
stronger spin-spin interactions have been predicted to enhance
the magnitude of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect and
to shift the turning point in the characteristic W shape in
magnetoresistance to higher fields [29]. Such a phenomenon
may explain the behavior observed in the PEDOT:PSS device
when raising the temperature from 4.5 K to room temperature.
An increase in spin-spin interaction strength may indicate a
closer proximity of the constituents of the charge-carrier pair
at higher temperatures, in agreement with the prediction of
more localized states at lower temperatures [34,35] as well as
the larger Onsager Coulombic capture radius of carrier pairs.
While the above discussion regarding magnetic interac-
tions is, strictly, independent of the nature of the carrier-
pair species—whether bipolar polaron pairs or unipolar
bipolarons—substantial work has evolved around explaining
intermediate and ultrasmall magnetic field effects with the
formation of bipolarons [28]. The fundamental difference
between spin-dependent recombination (polaron pairs) and
transport (bipolarons) is that only the former shows up
in constant-current electroluminescence, a direct measure
of recombination. At intermediate field strengths a rigor-
ous quantitative comparison of electroluminescence-detected
magnetic resonance (ELDMR) and EDMR leaves no room
for spin-dependent transport, i.e., bipolarons, in MEH-PPV
[36]. In the heavily doped PEDOT:PSS, one could antici-
pate bipolaron processes, but, again, at intermediate fields
compelling evidence exists against this hypothesis: EDMR
signatures of carrier pairs are quenched in PEDOT:PSS/MEH-
PPV bilayer devices, implying that electron injection into the
PEDOT:PSS layer is suppressed [12]. This observation appears
to be in contrast to the additive effect of magnetoresistance
in Fig. 2. We therefore cannot exclude a possible contri-
bution of bipolarons to the low-field magnetoresistance of
PEDOT:PSS.
Finally, we note that the fact that the intermediate-field-
strength magnetoresistance effect becomes narrower in PE-
DOT:PSS films at lower temperatures (with B decreasing
from approximately 6.9 to 4.7 mT) is consistent with the
carriers becoming more localized on the thiophene units of
the PEDOT. At low temperatures, the magnetoresistance is
narrower in PEDOT:PSS (B = 4.7 mT) than in MEH-PPV
(B = 5.6 mT), implying weaker hyperfine coupling [20],
which is to be expected for the thiophene units with reduced
hydrogen content compared to phenylene-vinylene units. The
behavior in magnetoresistance is therefore analogous to that
found in EDMR of MEH-PPV and PEDOT:PSS [12].
While we are unable to determine the precise microscopic
origin of the ultrasmall magnetic field effect discussed here,
the occurrence of bulk magnetoresistance and its depen-
dence on temperature sheds light on previously unconsidered
characteristics of magnetic field effects on these magnetic
field scales. Due to the remarkable strength of the ultra-
small magnetic field effect in PEDOT:PSS compared to the
overall magnetoresistance effect at higher magnetic fields,
i.e., the contrast of the W shape with respect to the overall
magnetoresistance response, and the superposition of distinct
magnetic field effects in polymeric bilayer structures, we ex-
pect further measurements over a wide range of experimental
parameters such as temperature, current density, and chemical
composition on these types of devices to provide a means
of illuminating the origin of this effect. Magnetoresistance
in organic conductors arises from spin-dependent carrier-pair
processes [11] with striking similarity to radical-pair processes
[37] which have been invoked to explain, among other things,
magnetoception of some migratory bird species [38]. The
underlying understanding is that miniscule perturbations in
the magnetic field can alter the outcome of coherent electronic
spin precession in reactive carrier-pair intermediates, which
recombine to form singlet or triplet molecular excited states
[39]. The demonstrated sensitivity of magnetoresistance on
static magnetic field scales of less than one hundredth of the
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Earth’s field is amongst the highest sensitivity reported for
carrier-pair (or radical-pair) processes to date. The nanotesla
field scale is remarkably close to that invoked in the context of
the sensitivity of migratory birds to ambient electromagnetic
noise [39]. In avian photopigment-based magnetoreceptors,
spin coherence times of hundreds of microseconds have been
invoked to explain the observed sensitivity to geomagnetic
field variations [37–41]. Since our devices show sensitivity
to fields two orders of magnitude weaker than the Earth’s
field, one may speculate that even longer spin coherence times
may be responsible for the observed effect. However, such
long times have not been observed in direct measurements
of spin coherence in organic semiconductors by electrically
detected spin-echo spectroscopy, which typically yield pure
decoherence times (T2) of order 1μs [42–44]. This discrepancy
may be linked to the fact that EDMR measurements, such
as spin-echo spectroscopy, solely monitor mobile resonant
charge species, whereas it is precisely this hopping mobility
of carriers in the inhomogeneous hyperfine fields which
induces spin dephasing [42]. In contrast, quasi-steady-state
magnetoresistance can also probe static (trapped) charge
carriers and their influence on overall conductivity [45–47].
The spin coherence of trapped carriers may therefore be much
longer than 1 μs. Finally, we note that the present experiments
are limited by instrumental resolution as well as the slope of the
initial magnetoresistance in the vicinity of the zero-field point.
By using even more sensitive electrometers, we anticipate a
further substantial gain in sensitivity. In addition, deuteration
of the conducting polymer will reduce local hyperfine fields
[11,20,21], further steepening the magnetoresistance curve and
raising overall sensitivity.
The authors are indebted to the DFG for funding through
SFB 689.
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